


What would you say (about your

brand) if you had a million of

expecting (pregnant) women in front

of you?

Let's work together.

You prepare the message,

we wrap it up and bring the moms.

WHO 

WE 

ARE



WHY

WE DO

WHAT WE DO

Pregnancy season is the only season in life that

actually triggers parents-to-be to learn and find out

more about what’s coming ahead.

Suddenly You Have The Urge To 

Search For Information



WHY EDUCATE OUR CONSUMERS

In life, there are wisdom and knowledge that just works

through generations, no matter how fast the world shifts.

People share what they know especially when it comes to

pregnancy and baby.

Educated consumers educate others

Product and innovation come and go, 

education stays forever.







What Kind of Products
Do We Have?

Babyo Journey

Educated consumers educate others. 

Moms’ journey of finding the truth about your brand’s features and benefits through 

elegant and sophisticated content.

Babyo Market 

You can’t afford another hit and miss, so we help. 

Have the good news and promotion about your product to be exposed to hundred of 

thousand eyes every week.

Babyo Voice

Nothing speaks as loudly for brands as word of mouth. 

The real voices of your target market for real market development.



What Kind of Products
Do We Have?

Babyo Session

When you win the heart, you win the man (or woman).

Touch the heart and mind of your consumers directly through direct interaction, no 

misunderstanding, no distraction, one on one and heart to heart.

Babyo Printed Edition

When I need something to hold on when my battery is low. 

Sometimes the battery is low, other times you’re halfway across the world with your phone 

in airplane mode. Not only doing online, we also do offline.

Babyo Fest

The pinnacle of maternity and baby industry in Indonesia. 

Educate like never before, 1000 moms at the same time. Behold, it’s the grand Babyologist 

annual event.





Babyologist Event

Mom’s Gathering Babyo x Spectra Babyo x Pigeon

Writer’s Gathering Mom’s Gathering Babyo x Morinaga






